B. Now rewrite each sentence beginning with the words in bold. For example:
Providing that you return it before you go home, you can borrow my dictionary.
Show Answer - Hide Answer

C. Complete these sentences using an appropriate word or expression from above and your own
ideas.
1. British universities will accept students from abroad.
2. Working for a large company can be a fulfilling experience.
3. Most banks are happy to lend customers money.

止
禁

4. The government will reduce income tax.
5. The environmental situation will continue to worsen.
6. There will always be long waiting lists at our hospitals.

用
使

外
以

7. Travelling helps you understand more about the world around you.

様
徒

生
C

D. Some nouns can be used to express condition. Complete these sentences 1-3 with one of the
words from A, B or C.

O
T

1. Being able to drive is one of the of the .......... job of salesman.
A. prerequirements B. prerequisites C. prescriptions

e

2. Before you accept a job, it is important that you agree with the .......... of the contract.
A. conditionals B. conditions C. conditioners
3. It is a .......... of the university that you attend an interview.
A. requirement B. requisite C. requiem

ANSWERS

C. Complete these sentences using an appropriate word or expression from above and your own
ideas.
1. British universities will accept students from abroad.
2. Working for a large company can be a fulfilling experience.

3. Most banks are happy to lend customers money.
4. The government will reduce income tax.
5. The environmental situation will continue to worsen.
6. There will always be long waiting lists at our hospitals.
7. Travelling helps you understand more about the world around you.

D. Some nouns can be used to express condition. Complete these sentences 1-3 with one of the
words from A, B or C.
1. Being able to drive is one of the of the prerequisites job of salesman.
A. prerequirements B. prerequisites C. prescriptions

用
使

止
禁

2. Before you accept a job, it is important that you agree with the conditions of the contract.
A. conditionals B. conditions C. conditioners

外
以

様
徒

3. It is a requirement of the university that you attend an interview.
A. requirement B. requisite C. requiem

生
C

e

O
T

